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Delegates for the Training Program along with senior officials of JNPT

Week-long training course on ‘Port & Terminal Optimization’ for
Port professionals organized at JNPT
Mumbai, July 26, 2019: JNPT (Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust) the number one container Port in
India,organized a week- long training program on ‘Port & Terminal Optimization’ for Port
professionals across the country. This seminar provided delegates with an overview on how Port
master planning plays a key role to helping Ports design their expansion plans to meet future
demands.
This training seminar touched upon various aspects related to Port & Terminal optimization such as
hinterland connectivity, innovation & digitization, strategy and Port planning, amongst various other
subjects discussed. The sessions included granular discussions on how technology led innovation and
digitization will revolutionize the Ports of the future, while Port strategy & planning helps Ports to
respond to inevitable changes and be productive in times of technology advancement and evolving
market demands, to achieve economies of scale and efficiency. Hinterland connectivity is another
crucial element to enhance the business volumes and overall growth trajectory of the Port, which
also was covered under the gamut of Port optimization.

The sessions were followed by a visit to JNport for delegates to see various Port & Terminal
optimization initiatives underway at jNPT, which includes the on-going development of the 4th
Terminal, deepening and widening of the navigational channel and slew of automated and digitized
processes, aimed to enhance the overall operational efficiency.
In addition, some of the other key initiatives underway at JNPT, for Port & Terminal optimization
include, the mega road widening project which will help the road infrastructure handle the increased
container traffic due to future Port expansion, development of the liquid Terminal and the JNPT-SEZ
project, amongst many other projects at various stages of development.
This training seminar has been curate and conducted at the JNPT Antwerp Port Training and
Consultancy, which saw the participation from 15 delegates representing various Ports of the
country.
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